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TEAM’s bill validation, recovery and compliance services continue to be available to NHS trusts and
other public-sector organisations within a Shared Business Services (SBS) framework agreement.
The NHS SBS framework is a joint venture between the Department of Health and Sopra Steria and is the
market leading business support service. They set out to offer innovative finance and accounting,
employment and procurement solutions delivering significant operational efficiencies and real cost
savings for the 35% of the market who use their services.
TEAM Energy has been delivering services in this scheme since 2013 and following a rigorous tender
process, TEAM’s application was successful, and they are delighted to continue to participate within
the SBS framework.
Organisations benefit from forensic analysis of utility bills and usage data, identification of energy
overcharging – leading to huge cost recoveries, cost assurance to maximise utility bill cost recovery
opportunities and the added support of impartial advice.
Organisations already benefiting from TEAM’s services include NHS Foundation Trusts, Borough Councils,
Police Services and Libraries.
Pete Morrell, Sales Manager at TEAM Energy said,
“Buying services through frameworks enables organisations to save on time and cost of entering into
individual procurement contracts. We are delighted to continue to provide services that facilitate
efficient energy management and money back into vital public services.”

To find out how you can take advantage of TEAM's services under the SBS framework please click here
(https://www.teamenergy.com/team-energy-bureau/framework-agreements-with-team/shared-business-services-sbs-framewor
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About TEAM
TEAM is a leading supplier of carbon, energy management solutions and utility bill validation. We
specialise in energy management software, energy bureau services and energy consultancy.
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Our customers come from the private sectors including retail, transport and banking, and public sectors
such as education, government, NHS and the emergency services. Public sector organisations can also
benefit from TEAM’s services under various pre-tendered government frameworks.
About NHS Shared Business Services
NHS Shared Business Services is a unique joint venture between the Department of Health and Sopra
Steria.
They are the trusted partner to over 35% of the NHS. With a range of products they offer innovative
finance and accounting, employment and procurement solutions, which deliver significant operational
efficiencies, improved service quality and generate real cost savings for their clients. They have a
vision to help the NHS save money and enhance quality so they can improve health, innovate to save lives
and deliver better outcomes with care and compassion.
NHS SBS are on course to achieve £1 billion of cost savings to the NHS by 2020. To date the organisation
has delivered over £400 million in savings to the NHS.
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